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Research questions

What are the characteristics that influence a sustained 
improvement in teaching practice in response to an on-
going professional learning program?

• How do teachers in the same school respond to the 
same professional learning experiences?

• Does the narrative of each participant change over 
the 12 months of the study? 

• Can a model be used to support a process of 
professional learning?



Methodology

• Qualitative, ethnographic, case study



Research site and sample

• 7 teachers 
• Metropolitan secondary school
• 1450 students
• 120 teachers
• My workplace



Teacher participants



Baseline data

Each teacher:

• Video of a lesson 
• Interview 
• Personal Meaning-making Map (PMM)
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Professional learning program

4 workshops :
• Theoretical background to principles of dialogic 

teaching (DT)
• Practical strategies to implement DT into classes
• Collegial discussions

5 principles of Dialogic Teaching:
collective, reciprocal, supportive, cumulative, purposeful
(Alexander, 2008).



Professional learning program

3 cycles of inquiry:
• Professional learning workshops (focused on DT)
• Opportunity to try out strategies in classes (video)
• Teachers observe and review the lesson video
• Conversational style interview with researcher



Data collection 

• Conversational style interviews 
(transcribed)

• Personal Meaning-making Maps
• Collaborative Interactive Discussions 
• Group discussion (transcribed)
• Videos of classes



Collection tools

Personal Meaning-making Map
(PMM)



Collection tools

Collaborative 
Interactive
Discussion
(CID)



Data

• Transcriptions of the interviews
• Videos of classes
• Collaborative Interactive Discussions (CIDs)
• Personal Meaning-making maps



Positioning Theory – lens for analysis

Positioning Theory proposes that when people interact and
engage in dialogue they do so from a position which involves
their perception of their rights and duties (Davies & Harré,
1990).

A ‘position’ reflects the tacit or assumed roles or
responsibilities that an individual has accepted or been
assigned. Positions are revealed by what people say and do in
the moment



Positioning Theory triangle

van Langenhove and Harre, 1999



Analysis of language using Positioning 
Theory

Focus on the following language features

• Pronouns
• Paraverbals
• Qualifying words
• The phrase ‘you know’ 

Redman, C. (2013). Agentive Roles, Rights, and Duties in a Technological 
Era. 



Findings in the form of a narrative for each 
participant

adapted from van Langenhove and Harre, 1999



Close analysis of the narratives



Emergence of key themes

This study’s data indicates that for effective professional 
learning the following five characteristics are considered 
significant contributors by teachers:

1. Credible, relevant and accessible subject matter 
2. Programs of sustained duration
3. Opportunity for teachers to reflect on the impact of 

their new learning 
4. Facilitate the establishment of, or enhances trusting 

professional relationships
5. Personalisation of professional learning to meet the 

learning needs of teachers



Credible and relevant content

‘They (the strategies) worked well with Year 12 revision’ (Angela – 12 
months)

‘Those tools (dialogic teaching strategies) have definitely improved in all 
aspects of their learning in the classroom’ (Carla – 12 months)

‘I found that it (wait time) really increases the depth of response you get 
from the kids and I didn’t think that would happen’ (James – interview 2)

‘I think I’m still going okay but here are some very practical immediately 
applicable, manageable things that I can do, A, to think about my 
teaching and B, make adjustments that are still comfortable and um I 
can do pretty much straight away’ (Sarah – group discussion)



Programs of sustained duration

‘Going back and solidifying stuff is actually really helpful’

‘Yeah ah… that was smaller manageable and bite sized 
chunks as opposed to ‘information overwhelm’ without a lot of 
support. 

There was more support in this. 

It was also because it was continuous and on-going and a 
skill I'm able to practice everyday’
(Angela - interview at 12 months)



Opportunity to reflect on practice

• Student engagement with 
learning 

• Video 
• Conversations with 

colleagues



Opportunity to reflect on practice – student 
engagement with learning

And I think they're able to engage a little more and ask more 
questions 
(6 months)

um …I think it involves… I think it increases motivation 
(12 months)

I'm currently marking the folios and they all seem to be 
stronger than they ever have in the past 
(Interview at 6 months)
(Angela)



Opportunity to reflect on practice - video



Opportunity to reflect on practice - video

‘They (the dialogic teaching strategies) stuck because I 
did them and we practiced and I watched myself do 
it, do them. And the way I walked around the room 
physically seeing that physically seeing that (um) shifts 
it because you imagine that you’re doing something a 
certain way and you actually see it, I felt that was 
very powerful’ (Joanne 12 months)



Opportunity to reflect on practice - video

‘I thought I wouldn't like it, wouldn't like watching 
yourself on video as well because I felt really self-
conscious but it was actually really helpful looking 
back and actually seeing how you taught and you 
know even like I was saying to you, facial expressions 
so something that I didn't look forward to hasn't been 
that bad at all and actually it's been really productive 
because I can sort of see how I did something and how 
I think of myself rather than have someone critiquing 
me does that make sense?’ (Cathy - Group 
conversation)



Opportunity to reflect on practice –
conversations with colleagues



Opportunity to reflect on practice –
conversations with colleagues

“I think the regular meetings that we were having to bring up the 
new strategy … but um certainly coming back and talking 
about how it went and what you did and just making sure 
that you did incorporate them and you did not just walk 
away 

but coming back and having those discussions about how it 
went and what worked and particularly as a team 

it was nice coming together as group listening to what other 
people had to say and how they did stuff as well and also 
talking about that I found that really good” 
(Cathy - Interview at 12 months) 



Facilitate the establishment of, or enhances 
trusting professional relationships

‘Embarrassment is good motivation to change’ (Brian-
group conversation)



Facilitate the establishment of, or enhances 
trusting professional relationships

‘through dialogue yep um… relationships also allow… um  
teachers to engage students more and extend them so 
ahhh if a teacher has a aaa safe relationship with a 
student and feels that um there’s encouragement and 
support the student will more likely be more open and more 
receptive to what the teacher has and probably more 
willing to take on new challenges as opposed to the student
doesn't feel safe with the teacher they are probably going 
to be a little bit shut down and disengaged’ 

(Angela - baseline interview)



Facilitate the establishment of, or enhances 
trusting professional relationships

‘um … I think it involves I think it increases motivation 
… I think if a kid feels that they might be called on they 
might be more attentive and for me I see that the flow 
on effect is that they are more motivated yep …um… 
things like individual and small group tutorials I’ve
stuck with because I feel that the kids have …um 
grasped the material’

(Angela - 12 months) 



Personalisation of professional learning to 
meet the learning needs of teachers

Teachers implemented the strategies 
at different rates

Sought or needed differing levels of 
support

Reacted differently to the program



Iterative model of professional learning
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A model of the Process of Teacher Change 
(Guskey, 1986)



Interconnected Model of Professional Growth 
(Clarke and Hollingsworth, 2002) 



Instruction as interaction (Cohen et al, 2003)



Path Model of Professional Learning 
(Desimone, 2009)



Professional Development Design Framework 
(Loucks-Horsley et al,  2009)



The componential structure of professional 
learning (Evans, 2014)


